Linkage Sensory Library Stock List
This is a list of the items in the library that you are able to borrow. This is a free service and
allows a loan period of 6 weeks from drop off. We ask that at the end of the 6 weeks loan,
you complete an evaluation form (we can provide it via email or as a paper copy). This
information becomes part of our reporting to the National Lottery who kindly fund this
project. The information we give them does not identify anyone.
Because Sensory equipment can be expensive, many of the people who have borrowed from
the library have found it really useful to be able to try things out to see if they work for them
rather than risk wasting money on something that might not work. You are welcome to
borrow more than once, so that you can try a range of things to find out what is effective for
you or the person you care for.
We will arrange drop off and collection of the items at a place that is suitable for you- be this
a school, care setting or private address. We ask that no more than 5 items are requested at
the same time, this enables there to be plenty of stock for others wishing to use this service.
You can contact us on Outreach@linkage.org.uk
Many thanks for coming to use our library service!
Projectors and Lights
Silver Circular Projector
Star Projector
Aura Projector
Night-time Projector
Ocean Wave Projector
Sky Projector
Space Laser Projector
Small Aura Lights Projector
Aura Nightlight and Sounds
Prisma Light

Fibre Optics
White Fibre Optics which are 1.5-2m in length
Multi-coloured Fibre Optics
Ice Fibre Optic Desk Lamp

Soothing Lights
Aduki Glow Pebble- colour changing light that can be held in the hands once charged.
Lumaform Light Cubes and Remote
Lumaform Light Sphere and Remote
Mood Pods with Remote
Light Cubes (20cm)
Small LED Cubes
Lullaby Starlight Cube
Light Tube LED- Tall Standing Tube with Remote.
A3 Light Panel (No extras included)
Infinity Tunnel Cube
Infinity Tunnel Square
Infinity Tunnel Circle
Bubble Tubes with Paddles to control on and off

Smaller items
Flashing Balls (4 in a box)
Mirror Pebbles
Various Weighted/Textured Balls
Sillishapes
Fidgets- Bendy People, Tangles, Zips, Koosh balls etc
Alien Squeezies

Interactives
QB Maze
Wooden Lacing Shoe
Threading Tree
Giant Playing Cards
Fluttering Butterflies
Contrasts Game
Geo Peg Boards
Teachable Touchables
Kaleido Gears
Tastaro Matching Game
Through Others Eyes
Fiddle Teddy (Handmade)

Puppets- variety of sizes, male and female.
Large Cuddle Balls
Oil on water boards- place these on the floor and use hand/feet to move
the liquid underneath.
Idioms Flash Cards
Emotion Cards

Vibration and Movement
Massage Snakes- these come with a washable knitted cover.

Vibrating Cushions

Peanut Balls
Hokki Stools- Wobble Stools. Small, Medium and Large stools- we request the
height of the child to provide the correct stool.
Move and Sit Wedge- to be used on a chair or the floor.

Sound
Southing Sound Dial
Assorted Musical Instruments

Weighted Animals
Dog
Cat
Rabbit
Teddy
Snake
Lizard

Weighted Blankets

We loan these out for the 6weeks and ask that they be placed in a duvet case for hygiene
reasons. Please can you let us know the weight of the child or adult when requesting these?
We can then work out which weight will be right for the individual you support.
We have the following sizes in stock 1.3kg
 1.8kg
 2.2kg
 2.5kg
 3kg
 3.6kg
 4.5kg
 6kg
 7kg
 8kg
Lap pad with fidgets-For use in the day time

Proprioceptive Sense
Bear Hugs- Small, Medium, Large, Extra Large. These wrap around the
body like a waistcoat to provide that feeling of being hugged. Their aim is to
reduce anxiety.

Body Sock- Medium and Extra Large. These are used to create
resistance to the child moving around.

Compressions sheets for a Single Bed, these are wrapped under the mattress and then over the
child to give that feeling of being grounded.

Smell

Tisserand Cold Air Diffusers and Filters- these can then be scented with essential oils to suit
your needs. The filters do not need to be returned with the unit.

Dark Dens and Tents
Aero-blocks Den- this needs to be blown up and then fixed together to create a safe space.
Dark dens- Giant, Hexagon, Standard. These come in varying sizes, so please let us know the
space that you have available when contacting us.
Pop Up Tents- Large, Space, Butterfly.
Projection Drape- this can be used with a projector to create a flexible space.

